
O

CH4 (i.e. a value nearly equal to 1N'2). q3ae fall-off curve was computed by adjusting a to

fit the experimental value at a pressure of 3.1 atmospheres (lM] = 1.03×1019molecules cm 3

at 2200K and kUni----980s'X). The value of a required was 120 cm_ and the corresponding
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Abstract

In this kinetic study of (i) the reaction of CH 3 radicals with H2 and (ii) the thermal

dissociation of methane, pr!mary product H atoms were monitored directly using the

sensitive atomic resonance absorption detection technique. The detectior, limit for the [H]

was about 3x10I° atoms cm 3. Rate constants for both reactions were obtained under

pseudo-first-order conditions. In addition, computer simulations verified that kinetic

complications were avoided.

For the reaction of CH3+H 2, experiments were performed using either acetone or

ethane to generate CH3 radicals rapidly by thermal dissociation in argon. Twenty-four

experiments were performed over the temperature range 1346K to 1793K and a rate

constant expression derived using linear least-squares analysis:

k.g(T) = (6.0±0.7)x19 u2 exp(-5920± 190K_) cm 3 molecule l s1.

Values from this expression agree well with those computed via k.2 = k2/K2 (where k2 is the

rate constant for the ]'[+CII 4 "-* CH3+H 2 reaction and K2 is the equilbrium constant) that

was reported in an earlier study from this laborato .ry. The discrepancy between these results

and those (for kz) reported by Roth and Just therefore remain.

For the methane dissociation study, experiments were performed with both CH4/Ar

mixtures and CH4/Hz/Ar mixtures over the limited temperature range, 1756K to 1947K. In

_h,=, OM/Ar eYneriment._, n steadv state analysis was employed wherein k_° (the low pressure

/
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limit rate constant for dissociation of CII 4 in argon) is equated to __Ar]. This analysis

therefore relies directly on the absolute [HI calibration and the value for kz. In the

CH_H2Ar experiments, it was necessary to use computer simulations to fit the [H] build-ups

since the reaction of CH 3 with H2 converted a significant fraction of the CII 3 radicals to H

atoms (and CH4)' The results for kl° obtained here are also in good agreement with

previous results reported from this laboratory. RRKM/master equation calculations were

performed for both CH 4 dissociation and CD 4 dissociation to evaluate the fall-off behavior

of kl uniand to allow comparison of the present results with those of previous studies in other

laboratories.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States G_wernment nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, pr_)duct, or

process disclosed, or represents thal its use would not infringe privately (_wned rights, Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service hy trade name, trademark,

manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-

mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views

and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Introduction

The thermal dissociation of methane is of fundamental interest and the kinetics of this

reaction have a direct bearing on CH 4 pyrrolysis and combustion. Recent work reported

• from this laboratory I'2provided direct kinetic measurements on the dissociation of methane

and flae reaction of atomic hydrogen with methane,

ii CH4 + Ar_CH 3+ H +At (1)

H + CH 4 --* CH3 + H 2. (2)

The rate constant expressions derived in these studies, l'z over indicated temperature ranges,

are given below:

reaction (1), 1700 - 2150K:

kl ° = 6.8x10_ exp(-44900/T)cm 3 molecule "1s"1 (I)

reaction (2), 400- 1800K:

k2 = 6.4xl0"taT TM exp(-3900/T) cm3 molecule "l s"l (II)

RRKM and master equation calculations indicate 1 that k1 was measured very near the low

pre_ure limit for methane dissociation in argon (thus the designation as k_°).

These results come at a time of renewed interest in methane dissociation kinetics39; and

it is therefore particularly noteworthy that these new kinetics measurements _'2 differ

substantially (by factors of about 5) from those reported in numerous indirect studies s'_°'15

for reaction (1) and from those of Roth and Just 16 fbr both reaction (1) and reactioa_ (2).

A re-investigation of reaction (2) is underway in Just's laboratory _7in which H atoms are

produced rapidly via dissociation of ethyl iodide: C2H5I _ C2H5 + I; CzH_ --, C_H4 + H.

Pr'elimary results of this kinetic study indicate about a 35% decrease from the reported

results of Roth and Just, _6however, this is still about a factor of 2.5 larger than the results



of Rabinowitz et al.2 In addition, further experiments to determine kl ° show only a small

difference a7 with that reported by Roth and Just. 16

Since our study of methane dissociation _ relied heavily (but not totally) on the rate

constant for reaction (2), z we have carried out the present study to further investigate the

kinetics of reaction (2). In this study, the rate constant for the reverse reaction,

CH 3 +H 2_CH 4+H (-2)

was determined by generating CH 3 radicals via thermal dissociation of acetone or ethane and

by following the formation of H using the atomic resonance absorption techniqueJ aza

Values of k.2 determined in the present study may thus be compared to those derived by

conversion of k2 using the equilibrium constant,

k.2= k / (m)

In addition, some further experiments were carried out to measure kx° and RRKM/master

equation calculations were performed to investigate the fail-off behavior of both CH 4 and

CD 4.

Experimental

The shock tube apparatus developed in this laboratory has been described previously. L21

Details of recent modifications that upgrade the performance of the apparatus are given

elsewhere: improved vacuum seals; = replacement ef oil diffusion pumps with turbo-

molecular pumps; = and re-design of the diaphragm rupture mechanism, z3 Leak rates were

roqtinely determined to be <2 x 10_ ton" liters s_. An IBM PS/2, Model 80 computer was

employed for data analysis, kinetic simulations and theoretical calculations. In this study, ali

of the experiments were performed in the thermal mode of operation, i.e. the flash lamp was

not employed.

w
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The H atom concentration was monitored via the atomic resonance absorption

technique, la'21 The resonance lamp used in this study was operated with a microwave

discharge in a flowing mixture of 0.1% H2 in He maintained at a constant pressure of 7

Torr. The fraction of Lyman-a emission was determined using an H-atom Filter2x'24that was

located between the resonance lamp and the shock-tube. The Lyman-a fraction was

generally about 0.80+_0.05.

Calibration of the measured absorbance to the H atom concentration was accomplished,

as discussed previusly, 1 with a method used by Appel and Appleton 19 and by Just and co-

workers, z° In this technique, O atoms are generated by thermal dissociation of NzO and

quantitatively converted to H atoms via the reaction of O and OH with Hz, The calibration

results were invariant to changes in the N20 mole fraction (i.e. experimental [Him 0 and

therefore the Beer-Lambert law holds,

ABS = ,_[H]_, (IV)

where ABS is the measured absorbance, a is the apparent atomic absorption coefficient (cnaz

atomX), [H] is tl_e concentration of H-atoms (atoms cm3) and _ is the pa:h length

(6.02cm). The mean value of c_ was (5.6+_.1.5) xl0 x4 cm2 atom 1 where the standard

deviation is given at the 2a level. Over the limited temperature range, 1941K to 2125K, a

was constant within experimental error.

Shock waves were generated by bursting thin aluminum diaphragms (0.10-0.13 mm thick)

with an arrowhead breaker _1'23that allowed rapid expansion of (high pressure) helium driver

gas into the driven section that contained (low pressure) gas mixtures in argon diluent.

The Mach numbers of incident shock waves were calculated from incident shock velocity

measurements. Incident shock velocities were typically determined with an uncertainty of

_+0.7% or better and the computed temperatures in the reflected regime were estimated to

5
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have errors of no more than about ±1.5%. The temperature, density and pressure in the

reflected shock regime were ali calculated from ideal shock theory. 25_ The methane

concentration at each experimental temperature (Ts) was determined from the initial mole

h'action and the calculated density (p_) in the reflected shock regime. The build-up of

bou_dary layers in the experiments performed under the conditions employed in this study

should have been negligible, zl'27'2a For example, in a typical experiment, we estimate that

the boundary layer thickness would have been __0.01 cm after 100 t_ec. z5 Temperature and

density corrections were therefore apparently not necessary, and the perturbation of such

a boundary layer on the H atom absorption signal (for the 6 cm pathlength) would have

been insignificant. Also, we estimate that vibrational relaxation of CH 4 in the present

experiments would be about as fast as that of Oz (or faster), 29and therefore, the CH 4 should

have equilibrated vibrationally within 1-2 _sec behind reflected shock waves, z5'29

The photomultiplier tube (PMT) employed in the present studies (EMR model 542G)

e_ttu'bits sub-microsecond response times. The signal cable (_ 10 meters in length) us,cd to

connect the PMT to the transient recorder (Nicolet model 4094C) was type RG 58C which

has 50f_ independence with a capacitance of about 90 picofarads per meter. This type cable

di_play,s attention of about 0.3 dB at 50MHz and an intrinsic rise time of <50 nanosecands.

The transient recorder had an input impedance of 1Mf_ and an input amplifier rated at

2MHzo The combined PMT/signal cable/transient recorder system had a time response such

that pulses injected at the PMT with a 1 microsecond rise time (0.1V to 0.9V) were

unperturbed (w_,hin _.+1%) as measured on the transient recorder, lt was posslqgle,

therefore, to measure transmission signals with t_V/z_tchanges that were 50-100 times faster

than any encountered in the present study.



Hydrogen, helium, argon and hydrogen/helium mixtures were obtained from MG

Industries. Hz, He and Ar were scientific grade (99.9999% stated purity) and in the Hz/He

mixtures the H2 purity was 99.999%. Methane (scientific grade, 99.9995%) and ethane

(99.95%) were also obtained from MG Industries. Ali the gases were used directly from

cylinders without further purification. Gas chromatographic analyses (with flame ionization

detection) of the methane and hydrogen could not detect impurities at the 1-5 ppm level,

but upper limits of about 20 ppm impurities (as ethane) in the methane and about 10 ppm

impurities (as methane and ethane) in the hydrogen were established. Acetone, obtained

from Fluka (UV-spectroscopic grade, 99.9%), was rough pumped thoroughly at ambient

temperature and then outgassed at 77K under high vacuum.

Results and Discussion

Rate constants for reaction (-2) were determined by monitoring H-atom formation rates

under pseudo-first-order conditions ([CH3]/[Hz]_7-10x103). Under these conditons,

d[Hl/dt= k.z[CH3] [Hz] (V)

Since [H]t = [CH3]o - [CH3]t and [H]® = [CH3]o, by detailed balance,

n{([H]® - [H]J[H]_} = -k 2[Hz]t (VI)

Since the Beer-Lambert law applies I (eq. IV), the working expression, which does not

depend on an absolute calibration of [H], is given as,

_n(ABS_, - ABSt) = _n(ABS_,)-k. 2 [H2]t. (VII)

As usual, _'21the absorbance was corrected for the fraction (f) of non-resonance light using,

ABS = _n(I o f/Io(1-f ) + I) (VIII)

Errors due to uncertainties in the non-resonance fraction (f) are generally not large. For

example, a first-order decay rate of 1000 s1 would have an error of about 50 s1 (i.e. ---5%)

for a maximum uncertain.*y in f of 0.1 (i.e. _.12%).
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Transmission data (PMT voltage vs time ) for acetone/Hz/Ar and ethane/H_'Ar mixtures

are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Inset in each figure is a plot of the data according to eq. VII.

The good linearity of these plots for more than two r (= 1/k.z [Hz] ) demonstrate the

expected pseudo-first-order behavior and indicate that kinetic complications were avoided.

Such linearity is also consistent with the adherence of the absorbance measurements to the

Beer-Lambert law (eq. IV). The rate constants for reaction (-2), derived in this way, are

listed in Table 1 along with the experimental conditions. The 24 individual measurements

of k.z obtained in this study may be fit by linear least-squares analysis to obtain the following

Arrhenius expression (1346-1793K):

k.z = 6.0+_0.7x10"12exp(-5920_ 190K/T) cm 3 molecule "t s"1 (IX)

Additional experiments were performed over the relevant ternperamre range with neat

argon, acetone/argon and ethane/argon mixtures. In these experiments, maximum [H] values

of about 3x101° to 8x101° atoms cm "3 were obtained, thus demonstrating that H atom

producing impurities were small and further that the reactions CH3+CH 3 --_ CzHs+H and

C2I--I6+Ar _ C.zH5+ H were both insignificantly slow under the present conditions.

Computer' simulations of the present experiments were performed to evaluate possible

kinetic complications. The reaction mechanism listed in Table 2 was employed for this

purpose (with data taken from refs. 1, 2, 30-32) and the simulations were accomplished with

the ACUCHEM program. 33 The results of these simulations indicated that, following the

rapid dissociation reactions (15-18), the only important reaction determining the [lq] build-up

rate was reaction (-2).

The kinetic results given in Table 1 are plotted in Figure 3 where they are also

compared to the rate constant expressions reported by M611er et ai._ and Rabinowitz et al.2

The results of M611er et al.34are about a factor of three larger than those reported here.
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The reason for this discrepancy is not apparent but it might be related to possible kinetic

complications in the study of M611er et al.,34such as methyl radical recombination, that may

not have been recognized due to the high limit for detection of CH 3 (-_ 1×1013radicals cm'3).

The agreement with the expression of Rabinowitz et al. z, on the other hand, is rather good.

This expression (400-1800K) was derived z via equation III using thermodynamic data listed

in the JANAF tablesY The small systematic difference (the mean deviation =+20%) may

be due to a small error in the heat of formation of CH3.36

Kinetic data on eH 4 dissociation were evaluated by assuming the steady state

approximation (as in our previous study1). In this analysis, [H]_, total density, k2 and k°dj._

(k°l) are related by,

[H]_ = kOdi_[Ar]/k2, (X)

or kOdis_= [Hiss kz/[Ar1, (Xa)

where [Ar] is equated to Ps,k2 is the rate constant 2 for reaction 2 and [t-I]_ is evaluated from

the transmission signal (eq. VIII) and the [HI calibration. For temperatures where CH 4

dissociation was insignificant, the transmission signals were related to the absorption of

Lyman-_ light by CH4; and thus, the decrease in transmission (TRl(initial)>TRz(incident

shock)>TR3(reflected shock)) was related directly to an increase in methane density with

successive compressions in the test gas. As discussed previously; an average, temperature

independent value of 2.77+.10 was determined for the ratio (en TRlfTR3)/(en TRIfrRE).

Thus,

TR3= TRI/eY (XI)

where,

y = (en TRlfrR2)x2.77 (XII)
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In this way, it was possible to evaluate TR 3 even when the transmission signal decreased due

to H atom formation, from methane dissociation, in addition to that due to compression of

CH 4 alone. The extent of dissociation of CH 4 in ali the experiments reported here was

small, <_0.2%, and thus there was a negligible effect on the derived TR 3 values due to

changes in [CH4] with time. Calculated values for TR 3 were equated to Io, the baseline

value of transmitted light intensity, for computation of the absorbance (ABS = In Io/I) due

to H atom formation. In summary, analyses of these experiments with the steady state

method were accomplished as follows:

1 - Determine Io, as discussed above, from eqs. XI and XII;

2 - Compute ABS, from en[Iof/(Io(f-1)+I)], where f is the fractional intensity of

Lyman- a light, typically f=0.80_.05;

3- Determine [H]_, from eq. IV, [H]_=(ABS)Jc_, where <xe=3.4x10 d3 cm 3 atom1;

4 - Compute k°_li_,from eq. Xa, k°at_=[H]_ kJ[Ar].

The result of an experiment performed at 1942K is shown in Figure 4 where the

experimental [H] profile was fit using the mechanism in Table 2 and the ACUCHEM

program. 33 Rate constants from these experiments, 1756K to 1947K, are listed in "Fable 3

along ,_ffh the experimental conditions.

Five additional experiments were performed to determine kt ° using HffCH_./Ar gas

mixtures. In these experiments, a significant fraction of the CH 3 from methane dissociation

reacted with Hz to produce more H atoms (+CH4). The [HI, therefore, did not reach a

steady state as in the CHa/Ar work. Instead, the [HI built-up rapidly and well beyond the

[H]_ level attained in the experiments without Hv In these experiments it was necessary,

therefore, to perform simulations in order to fit the [H] profiles. The result of an

experiment at 1944K is shown in Figure 4 where the [HI profile was fit (again) using the
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mechanism given in Table 2 and the ACUCHEM program. 33 The results of these

H2/CHJAr experiments are also listed in Table 3 along with the experimental conditions.

The values of kl ° derived in the present study are ali in good agreement with those

reported in our earlier study, 1 as indicated in Table 3. In the CHn/Ar work, the deviations

appear to be more or less random; while in the Hz/CH4/Ar work, the deviations are ali

slightly positive. The derived values for kl ° are sensitive to uncertainties associated with the

computed temperature, T5 (and density, ps, and with H producing impurities). An error of

__.10K in the temperature, for example, would lead to an error of about -4-12% in kl °. '['he

presence of undetected H producing impurities at the lppm level would lead to an error of

about +30% in kl °. This level of impurity, however, is well above that determined in blank

runs in argon where [H] levels near the detection limit of 3x101° atoms cm "3(-._0.01 ppm)

were routinely obtained. Also, the maximum impurity level in the methane, -_50 ppm, could

lead to no more than about 0.06 ppm impurity in the CH4/Ar mixtures. Impurities in the

Hz at the 50-100 ppm level, could lead to 0.2-0.4 ppm impurity in the HJCHa/Ar mixtures;

and at those levels, impurities might have contributed to the small (but systematic) deviations

in the kl ° values derived in that work.

Since the kl ° results reported here agree with those from our earlier study, 1 the
i i

i;
difference (= factor of 4) with the results reported by Roth and Just 16 obviously remains.

As mentioned in the Introduction, a preliminary study x7in Just's laboratory has provided new

data on the kinetics of reaction (1) and reaction (2); and in both cases only small deviations

from their earlier results 16were obtained. In this new work from Just's laboratory, 17impurity

effects were checked carefully. At maximum levels of 0.1 ppm impurity, 17this effect should

contribute no more than +30-40% to derived values of kl ° (for 50-250 ppm CH 4 in argon

11
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mixtures). Therefore, impurity effects can not explain the difference of about a factor of 4

between our results (reported here and i1_reference 1) and theirs) 6'x7

lt is interesting to note that the steady state results ([H]_/[Ar]) of Roth and Just 16 were

re-evaluated in our earlier study 1 to obtain reasonable agreement (20_30%) with ko_ values

reported there 1 and, now, here, That re-evaluation depended on using our value 2 for kz,

which is also lower than theirs, 16'17by a factor of about 3. (The reverse evaluation, using

their value a6 for k2 to compute kl° from our [H]_ data, would (of course) yield results that

agree with their work.) Both studies are therefore internally consistent but yet they are

mutually exclusive. Except for possible errors in the [H] calibrations, we are at a loss to

explain this puzzling difference. Further kinetic study of reactions (1) and (2) in other

laboratories is therefore clearly indicated.

RRKM/master equation calculations were performed at 2200K using the "Unimol"

programs of Gilbert et al. 37"39 The molecular parameters, frequencies and energies used in

these calculations are listed in Table 4. 37'4°'44 For the RRKM calculation, the critical

separation of the transition state, r t, was found variationally to be 3.6 ,_. At 2200K, the high

pressure rate constant was calculated to be 2.37x106 s1. This result is about three times

larger than that from Forst's calculations 9(-_-7.5x105sl at 220014, by our estimate). The high

pressure unimolecular rate constant was computed here primarily so that the fall-off

behavior could be calculated via the master equation. Since it was not intended that the

computed k_diu value be quantitatively precise, 39the value for kl _*calculated here is viewed

as not unreasonable in comparison with Forst's resultg; and it is also reasonably consistent

with other recent calculations. 6

The fall-off curve, at 2200K, was derived from the master equation solution, for the

exponential energy transfer model, by varying c_(where c_is equated with <AEdow,>) to fit

12



the extrapolated value computed from eq. I at a density of 3x1018molecules cm3 (k""i_,280

s'l). [lae value of the average anergy transfer term obtained in this way is ez= 100 cm"1and

the corresponding energy transfer efficiency is a=0.03. This fall-off curve is shown in Fig.

5. The calculated unimolecular rate constant is strictly in the low pressure limit at

[M] <:lxl017 molecules cm "3 and the calculated low pressure limit rate constant is

k°ai,,= 1.01xl0 "16cm 3 molecule "1s"1. Therefore, at high temperatures, the error in assuming

low pressure conditions at our experimental density (3x10 _8 molecules cm 3) amounts to

t ¢_t ..- 1/3-16
about 8% (0.93x10 "17cm 3 molecule 1 s1 compared to ,.,_^,u cm 3 molecule "1.

The RRKM and master equation calculations were also performed to fit the methane

dissociation data reported by Cobos and Troe 8 (which are a re-evaluation of the

experimental results of Hartig et al.l_). Their kl ""ivalue at [M]=.a.3xl019 molecules cm 3 was

tLsed as the fitting point. The energy transfer term and the energy transfer efficiency

obtained in these calculations were: a=270 cm "_and 13=0.07. The fall-off curve derived in

this way is also shown in Fig. 5. The low pressure limit rate constant from these calculation

has a value of about 5.6xI0 "16cm3 molecule z s1 and is attained at a density of about lxl016

molecules crn"3.

In a shock tube study similar to that of Roth and Just, t6 Skinner and co-workers 4s

employed atomic resonance absorption detection _ of D atoms to detemline k_° for

perdeuterated methane, with mixtures of 10-100 ppm CD_ in argon. Results obtained over

the temperature range 1780K to 2440K were fit to the Arrhenius expression:

kiD ° = 9.9X10 "9 exp(-40400K/T) cm 3 molecule "ls"l (XlII)

RRICM/master equation calculations, using the data in Table 5, were performed at 2200K

for CD 4, again employing the "Unimol" programY The value for kiD'* obtained in this

calculation was 1.75x106 s_ (at 2200K), which is 0.'/4 times that obtained (in tltt:_ ntuuy) tux

13
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CH4 (i.e. a value nearly equal to 1/,/2). The fall-off curve was computed by adjusting a to

fit the experimental value at a pressure of 3.1 atmospheres ([M] = 1.03x1019 molecules cm"3

at 2200K and kUni_980 s'l). The value of c_ required was 120 cm "1and the corresponding

value of the energy efficiency, 1_,was 0.03. Tlae calculated low pressure limit was attained

at [M]_, lxl017 molecules cm "3with a value of kl° = 1.06x10'16cm3 molecule "1s"1. This result

for CD 4 is slightly _ (5%) than that calculated above for CH4 (to fit the present results

and those.',reported previously1), as predicted qualitatively by Forst. _ Comparison of the

experimental result of Skinner and co-workers 45(evaluated at 3.1 atmospheres, as described

above) in Figure 5 shows good agreement (about 10% larger) with those uf the present

result. Also, in Fig. 5, the extrapolated results of Roth and Just 16(as re-evaluated according

to ref. 1) show reasonably good agreement with those of the present work and with those

of Skinner and co-workers. 4s. However, the results reported by Cobo_ and Troe 8 and the

calculated fall-off behavior of kun_to fit their data are higher than those reported here by a

factor of 4 to 5. This disagreement is clearly outside the combined uncertainties and thus

an error in the results reported by Cobos and Troe _ is indicated. This error may be related

to kinetic complications (due to complex chemistry in that study a) and to non-specific (IR

emission) detection problems as weil.4

Conclusions

The present shock tube kinetic study of reaction (-2) conf'Lrms the results reported

previously from this laboratory on reaction (2). The discrepancy in this regard with the

results of Roth and Just _6and Just 17therefore remain. Additionally, the present results for

the low pressure limit CH 4 dissociation rate constant, kl ° are not only consistent with those

reported earlier _ but they agree as well with the re-evaluated rate data _ of Roth and Just 16

and those of Skinner and co-workers 4s (for CD 4 dissociation as related through

14



RRKM/master equation calculations). On the other hand, the results reported in indirect

CH 4 dissociation studies 11"15and notably that of Cobos and Troe s are all much larger (by

factors of 4-6) than values of kl ° reported here (and in ref. 1) and kl um(as determined by

RRKM/master equation calculations). This work clearly delineates a major discrepancy in

the kinetics of the low pressure, thermal dissociation of methane (and the kinetics of the

H+CH 4 _ CH3+H 2 reaction) and thus may have significant ramifications regarding: (i)

energy transfer efficiency; (ii) rate constants measured relative to reaction (1) and reaction

(2) (e.g. derived via simulations); and (iii) modeling studies of methane pyrolysis and

methane combustion. Due to the fundamental importance of reaction (1), in particular,

further experimental and especially theoretical study would appear to be needed.

!l +
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Table 1. Rate Data for the Reaction CH 3 + Hz ---, CH 4 + H.

m e d
T_ p b M_ as K e k.zt

.Xc_i3coc-_3=4.91(-7), XH2 = 1.002(-2)_)

._ 1466 15.21 2.445-+0.14 2.731 3023 1.10(-13)
¢): 1505 15.27 2.480_+.015 2.782 3291 1.18(-13)
_ 1.525 15.22 2.498_+.020 2.793 3631 1.30(-13)
;_: 1531 15.22 2.503..013 2,,798 3436 1.22(-13):i_'_:
_,_': 1557 15.11 2.522_+.026 2.789 3667 1.31(-13)
_!_ 1593 15.19 2.553_+.011 2.838 4155 1.46(-13)
!Ii: 1629 15.25 2.585-+.017 2.883 4949 1.71(-13),!:i

} I653 15.17 2.610_+.011 2.903 4770 1.64(-13)
i"/

:i'll XCH3COCH3= 5.34(-7), Xr]7.= 8.39(-3)

1346 20.19 2.406_+.015 3.789 2257 0.71(-13)
1381 20.24 2.365_+.015 3.505 2375 0.80(-13)
1413 20.13 2.395_+.009 3.534 2757 0.92(-13)
1512 15.05 2.490_+.012 2.759 2789 1.20(-13)
1517 15.13 2.494+'.020 2.778 2915 1.25(-13)
1557 11.18 2.525-+.008 2.072 2240 1.29(-13)
1603 11.43 2.565_+.012 2.150 2668 1.48(-13)
1673 11.30 2.626_+.018 2.173 3183 1.74(-13)

Xc_coc_= 7.19(-7), XH2 = 1.007(-2)

1481 15.24 2.454+__.007 2.737 3336 1.21(-13)
1525 15.10 2.494+__..013 2.757 3666 1.32(-13)

Xc,z %- 4.04(-7), X_2 = 9.15(-3)

1627 15.20 2.578_+0.31 2.854 4327 1.66(-13)
I684 15.09 2.626-+.016 2.884 4370 1.66(-13)
1688 15.40 2.635-+.008 2.962 4707 1.74(-13)
1700 15.18 2.635+__.008 2.900 4755 1.79(-13)
1735 19.44 2.678-+.014 3.807 7085 2.03(-13)
1793 20.10 2.727_.+.017 4.000 8441 2.31(-13)
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Table 1. Rate Data for the Reaction CH3 + H2 --,,CH4 + H, (cont.)

a - Temperature in the reflected regime in units of kelvins.

b - Initial test gas pressure in units of Torr.

c - Incident Mach number.

d - Total density in the reflected regime in units of 1018 molecules cm-3.

e - First order rate constant for the formation of H atoms via reaction (-2) in

units of s-I.

f - Bimolecular rate constant for reaction (-2)in units of cm 3 molecule -x s"I.
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TABLE 2 : Reaction Mechanism s

No, Reaction A n 8 Reference

i CH4 + Ar _ CH3 + H + Ar 6,8(-8) 0 44900 i

-I CH3 + H + Ar _ CH4 + Ar -, ib

ii 2 H + CH4 _ CH3 + Hz 6,4(-18) 2.11 3900 2-2 CH3 + H2 _ CH4 + H 5.2(-12) 0 5940 2

_ 3 H2 + Ar -_H + H + Ar 3 7(-I0) 0 48355 30

_'_ 4 CH3 + CH3 _ C2H4 + H2 1 7(-8) 0 16120 30

5 H + 0173-_CH2 + H2 3 0(-I0) 0 7590 30

6 H + CH2 -_CH + H2 6 6(-11) 0 0 30

7 CH3 + Ar _ CH2 + H + Ar i 7(-8) 0 45590 30

8 CHz + CH3 -_CzH4 + H 3 2(-11) 0 0 30c

9 CH2 + CH4 -_CH3 + CH3 2 i(-ii) 0 4800 31_

i0 H + CzH4 -'CzH3 + H2 4 0(-II) 0 4370 32

II H + C2H4 + Ar -_CzH_ + Ar 1 7(-29) 0 700 32"

-ii CzH5 + Ar -_ CzH4 + H + Ar 1 6(-7) 0 15300 30,32

12a CzH4 + Ar -_CzHz + Hz + Ar 5 0(-8) 0 35580 32

12b 2H4 + Ar -+CzH3 + H + Ar 2 5(-.9) 0 38700 32

13 CzH2 + H + Ar -_C2H3 + Ar 1 2(-30) 0 350 30e

14 C2H3 + Ar -_C2H2 + H + Ar 5 0(-9) 0 16120 30

15 H + C_.H3 -+C2H2 + H2 3 0(-ii) 0 0 30

16 CH3COCH_(+ Ar)-_ CH3 + CH3CO(+ Ar) 2 4(16) 0 40600 32f

17 CH3CO + Ar -_CH3 + CO + Ar 2 0(-9) 0 6300 30

18a CzH6 + Ar _ CH3 + CH3 + Ar 2 0(-5) 0 34980 30,32

18b CzH6 + Ar -*C2H4 + Hz + Ar 3 8(-7) 0 34020 32
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TABLE 2: Reaction Mechanism a (cont.)

a - k_(T) - A Tc exp(-_/T) cm3 molecule -I s-I. Numbers in parentheses iA_dicate powers

of i0.

b - Rate constants at specific temperatures, as listed in Tables I and liT.of

reference I, were employed.

c - E_aluated from expressions given in Warnatz. 3°

d -The expression reported by Dobe et al.31 (296K_T_<705K) is 10-1°'7+-°'7

exp(-9538+1987/RT) cm3 molecule -I s-I. The overall uncertainty of this

e,:pression is a factor of x i0 and + I0.

e -Termolecular rate constant in units of cm8 molecules -2 s-I.

f - High pressure limit rate constant in units of s-I.
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Table 3. Methane Dissociation Rate Constant Data

lt d
Ts Ptb M_c p5 [HI= e ktO _/%s

XcH41.215(-3)

1756 16.61 2.699 3.286 0.44(12) 0.65(.18) +23
1844 16.26 2.771 3.292 1.16(12) 2.12(-18) + 17
1881 16.23 2.812 3.349 1.35(12) 2.63(-18) -10
1.901 16.04 2°823 3.310 1.56(12) 3.22(-18) -14
1902 16oll 2.8111 3.326 1.68(12) 3.45(-18_ - 9
1942 16.13 2.855 3.360 2.65(12) 5.88(- 18) - 5
1947 16.52 2.859 3.445 3.10(12) 6.77(-18) - 3

XHz= 4.08(-2), XCH4 = 1.213(-3)

1.869 16.25 2.795 3.322 --- 3.26(-18) +2.5
1892 16.03 2.813 3.295 --- 4.03(-18) +20
1926 16.08 2.815 3.364 --- 6.12(-18) +20
1944 16.09 2.855 3.348 --- 6.97(-18) + 10
1944 16.11 2.850 3.336 -- 6.90(-18) + 9

a - Temperature in the reflected regime in units of kelvins.

b - Initial test gas pressure in units of Torr,

c - Incident Mach number,

d - Total density in the reflected regime in units of 1018 molecules cm-3.

e - Steady state concentration of H atoms in units of atoms cm-3.

f - Bimolecular (low pressure limit) rate constant for reaction (I) in units of

cm 3 molecule -I s-1.

g - Percentage deviation of kl° value from that computed with equation (1).l
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Table 4: Parameters for RRKM and Master Equation Calculations
for Methane Dissociation. a

Frequenciesb'C/cm ''t Morse potential a

Methane _ r/_ _!_/L!ol._'_ 1

2914(1) 3044(1) 0.500 424.1
1524(2) 603(1) 0.800 55.5
3020(3) 3150(2) 1.094 0.0
1306(3) 1398(2) 1.500 29.8

2.000 70.8
5.241 1.330 3.000 101.3

5.000 1.(17.4

5241(3,1) 4.788(3,1) 10.000 107.6
9.572(2 ,,2)

a - Input for "Unimol" programs by Gilbert et al. ata Lennard-Jones parameters were

computed in the usual way from data in Ref. 37b aC,4/Ar-3.64 /k and _CH4/Ar-126K.

b - These values are reasonably close to those that can be computed using data in

Hirschfelder, Curries and Bird. 4° Vibrational frequencies for CH 4 were taken from

Herzberg, 41 while those for CH 3 were taken from Jacox 42 (except that uI was taken

from Brouard et al.*3a). Degeneracies are indicated in parentheses.

c - Rotational constants were computed from relevant moments of inertia, using the

" according to the method described in the "Unimol""GEOM" program in "Unimol,

documentation. 37a Symmetry numbers and dimensions are indicated in parentheses

for the active external rotations and the active internal rotation (of the

transition state). The calculations included a hindered rotor treatment, but at

the critical distance (rr-3.6 ]k) this rotation was essentially "free. "

d - The Morse potential was computed 37b via V(r)-De[l-exp(-_(r-re))], where re-l.094

A41 and De-Eo+hU3b (i.e. the zero point energy is set to the antisymmetric (3020

cm -I) stretching frequency 44); thus, De-103.2+h(8.6)-107.6 keel inel-z. The value

for _ was computed 37b via _-(2_r2/_/De)_u, where _ is the reduced mass and u was

selected to be u3b-3020 cm -I, thus, K-1.8413 A-I.
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Table 5" Parameters for RRKM and Master Equation Calculations
for CD 4 Dissocia'Jon. a

Frequenciesb'C/crnl Morse potential a

Methane _ _ V(r)/keal mor t

2085(1) 2154(1) 0.500 468.8
1092(2) 453(1) o.8oo 59.6
2258(3) 2.381(2) 1.092 0.0
996(3) 1026(2) 1.500 37.5

2.000 73.2
2.633 0.690 3.000 102.6

5.000 108.2

2.633(3,1) 2.410(2,1) 10.000 108.3
4.809(2,2)

a - Input for "Unimol" programs by Gilbert et al. a_a Lennard-Jones parameters were

computed in the usual way from data in Ref. 37b OCH4/Ar-3.64 /_ and eCH41Ar-126K.

b - These values aEe reasonably close to those that can be computed using data in

Hirschfelder, Curtlss and Bird. 4° Vibrational frequencies for CD 4 were taken from

Herzberg 41 while those for CD 3 were taken from Jacox 42 (except that uI computed,

according to methods described in Herzberg_ 41, from uI for CHa). Degeneracles are

indicated in parentheses.

c - Rotational constants were computed from relevant moments of inertia, uslng the

"GEOM" program in "Unlmol," according to the method described in the "Unimol"

documentation. 37a Symmetry numbers and dimensions are indicated in parentheses

for the active external rotations and the active internal rotation .of the

transition state). The calculations included a hindered rotor treatment, but at

the critical distance (r%-3.6 A) this L'otati.'n was essentially "free. "

d - The Morse potential was computed 37b via V(r)-De[l-exp(-K(r-re)) }, where re-1.092

A 41 and De-Eo+hU3b (i.e. the zero point energy is set to the antisymmetric (2258

cm -I) stretchlng frequency .4); thus De-lOS.l+h(6._)-108.3 kcal tool"'I.
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Figure Caption.s

Figure 1. Transmission trace (voltage vs time) for a run with the CH3COCH 3 (5.34x10"7)/H2

(8.39x10"3)/Ar mixture, with rnole fractions indicated in the parentheses: T5 = 1603K

and P5 - 2-150x101s molecules cm "3. Shown in the inset is a first-order plot of the

data (O) analyzed according to eq. VII (see text). The line drawn through the data
f

is a linear-least squares fit to fifty-six data points that cover 3 decay lifetimes (tl/e) in

_n (ABS**-ABS0. The first-order rate constant is 2668±45 s1 where the uncertainty

of the fit is given at the two sigma level.

Figure 2. Transmission trace for a run with C2H 6 (4.04x10"7)/I"]2 (9.15x103)/Ar mixture: T5 =

1735K and P5 = 3.807x1018 molecules cm 3. The first-order plot of the data (O) is

shown in the inset. The line drawn through the data is a linear least-squares fit to

forty-nine data points that cover more than 2 decay lifetimes (t_/e) in en (ABS®-ABSt).

The first-order rate constant is 7085 ± 111 s_ where the uncertainty of the fit is given

at the two sigma level.

Figure 3. Arrhenius plot of rate constant values (O) for reaction (-2) from Table 1. The dotted

line is a linear least-squares fit of the twenty-four data values (1346K to 1793K) that

yields the expression: k.z(T ) = (6.0+_0.7)xl0 "lzexp(-5 920 _+190K,rl') cm 3 molecule I s"1,

where the uncertainties are given at the one sigma level. The short dashed line

(below the data points) represents the expression for k.z(T) reported in ref. 1 for rate

constants derived via k.2 = kz/K 2 (see tem). The long dashed line represents the

expression for k.z(T ) reported by M/511er et al.:" Not shown in this figure are

experimental results reported by Clark and Dove (Can. J. Chem. 51, 2155 (1973)) and

calculated results reported by Truhlar and co-workers (J. Chem. Phys. 8_2,77026

(1987)), both of which are in excellent agreement ._,- -,-....... • ..... i,o _,-,,.t. _'T'_Wll.ll til(i;; _.)l_,._l.,.tl" "_ou-l.o _u, "-2\ "/"
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Figure 4. [H] profiles for runs with a CH 4 (1.215x10"3)/Ar mixture at 1942K (O) and a Hz

(4.08x10"3)/CH 4 (1.213x10"3)/Ar mixture at 1944K (O). The solid line and dashed line

are fits to the data, via simulations using the mechanism listed in Table 2 (see text).

The dotted line represents [H]u for the simulations of the CI-I_/Ar experiment.

Figure 5. Fall-off curves (solid lines) for methane dissociation, computed a_ 9200K as described

in the text (log10 (klUni/kl**)vs logl0[M], where k_**= 2.4x106 s"1 and M = Al').

Experimental points are: _, this work (kl u"icomputed from the expression reported

in ref. 1 at lM] = 3x10is molecules cm3; O, re-evaluated result of Roth and Just 16as

reporte.t in ref 1, at [M] = 6.6x10 is molecules cm3; nn,result for CD 4 dissociation

reported by Skinner and co-workers, 45 at lM] = 1.03x1019molecules cm3; O, data

values reported by Cobos and Troe s (a re-evaluation of the results originally reported

by Harzig et a1.11). The dashed lines represent the low pressure (kl °) and high

pressure kl ®) limiting values.
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